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Colour is the essence
of life. Everyone needs
a sacred space in which
to live creatively — now
more than ever.
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The homeowners were hoping to achieve
a timeless kitchen, one that embraced the
benefits of good health for their busy family.
They approached Tennille Burnup to bring their
plans to life due to her reputation for designing
incredible spaces, and the rest is history.
Lots of smart storage was requested for this
space, particularly for benchtop appliances
when not in use. The homeowners’ colour
preference was a restrained, serene palette
with contrasting timber for warmth.
This room’s uniqueness stems from the final
colour palette of soft green with dark-green
elements. Tennille and her team placed Muuto
pendant lights over the island bench as well as
a Muuto wall dot in the same colour as a pantry
door handle to create a harmonious look.
The island bench is the largest size possible
without needing a join, providing lots of space
for the cook to prep meals on one side and
room for the kids to sit while they do their
homework on the other. The kitchen nook/

appliance cupboard was designed to be
hidden from view when not in use. The kitchen
sink faces the beautiful backdrop of the home’s
well-kept backyard.
Tennille specified Silestone Eternal Statuario
for its natural and elegant soft vein effect.
Polytec Ravine in Natural Oak was used for
the internals of the kitchen nook/appliance
cupboard, with Shaker-style cabinetry to round
out the classic look, which marries with this
home’s overall Edwardian charm.
This space has been dubbed a “wellness”
kitchen due to the soothing green accent
colouring and the smart storage, which
includes a little step shelf on the cooker side
to house lovely oils and spices for easy access
when cooking. The kitchen’s joinery enables
the space to be closed off from view when
required, enhancing a sense of order and calm
even if the washing up is yet to be done.
Designer Tennille Burnup for Tennille Joy Interiors
Photography Rachel Winton Photography

FOR MORE INFO
TENNILLE JOY INTERIORS
A Studio 5, 103 Howard
Street, North Melbourne Vic
P 0407 889 818
 @Tennille_Joy_Interiors
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